Introduction

Due to health and travel regulation during the Covid-19 Pandemic, we decided that the 2021 TikiFest will be a virtual one.

To coordinate with users that have different timezone we’ll set here a first survey then move the narrowed options to a convene plugins to be effective and clear. We'll set teams of users interested to solve or improve an area and that are able to work together (timezone) and progress in parallel.

The last meeting should be a kind of conclusion (completing committing, documentation, and eventually planning other steps)... The goodbye toast.

1.2. Who

1.2.1. Organizers (for topic facilitator check below)

- Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (coordinator)
- Jean-Marc Libs
- Jonny Bradley
- Fabio Montefuscolo
- ...
  - add yourself by writing your username one line above

1.2.2. People confirmed

- Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist
- William Bliss
- Jonny Bradley
- Mike Finko
- Jean-Marc Libs
- Gary Cunningham-Lee
- Roberto Kirschbaum
- Aris Bernotas
- ...
  - add yourself by writing your username one line above
1.2.3. People interested
- luciash d' being [ ]
- Fabio Montefuscolo
- Torsten Fabricius 😊
- Vincent Bénatier
- ...
  - add yourself by writing your username one line above

1.2.4. People invited
- ...

1.3. Where
BigBlueButton here

1.4. When

The dates and times will be decided by votes.
Please login or register to see and suggest your schedule for this Tikifest.

1.4.2. Scheduling Topics

*During the February TRM it was decided to first sort topics then later to assign them a date and time. Opening and closing session will be placed to surround the other scheduled meetings*

Please add your name so we know who is organizing what and with who (teams are welcome)

1.4.3. Discussions

The future of Tiki
- Tiki as a tech solution in 2021+ (Duration: ...) (Need to understand the situation before strategy/marketing can be done.) Gary Cunningham-Lee
  - What is Tiki's use-case niche?
  - Why does a person or organization choose Tiki over alternatives?
- Strategy/Marketing (Duration: ...) (Will be maintained if more people join to organise) Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist, ...
- Technology to be added or become mature
  - vueJS (Duration: ...) Jonny Bradley, ...
  - Fontawesome 6 or Bootstrap 5 with Bootstrap Icons (Duration: 2h) Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist, ...

1.4.4. Demos/Workshops
- Demonstration/Presentation for new admins (invitation to discover Tiki)
  - Installing Tiki and basic first run for new comers, 2 sessions (1 morning 1 evening for different timezone - will include opening session) (Duration: 1h30) Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist, ...
General presentation of Tiki features and use-cases descriptions (community, shop, knowledge-database, real-estates, ...), 2 sessions (1 morning 1 evening for different timezone) Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

- **Workshops**
  - **Trackers**
    - Basic Trackers (Duration: 1h) Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist, ...
    - Advanced trackers demonstration (Duration: ...) Jonny Bradley
    - Tracker Field Rules (Duration: ...) Jonny Bradley
  - **Plugins**
    - Plugin List (unified-index) (Duration: 1h) Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist, Jonny Bradley
    - Plugin List with embedded list (Smarty or Wiki page) (Duration: 1h) Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist, Jonny Bradley
    - Cascading trackers (trackers which depend on trackers) (Duration: 1h) Jean-Marc Libs, ...
    - Plugin CustomSearch (Duration: ...) Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist, Jonny Bradley
    - Plugin listExecute (Duration: 1h) Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist, ...

Planning, Advertising, Content - discussed during March 2021

1.4.5. Coding sessions

+ We are trying to involve more developers...
  - Admin control panel revamp Control Panel re-organization Jonny Bradley, luciahs d' being [], Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist
    - Finalizing the new admin control panel theme (maybe it will be just the display and layout if no additional code is required)
  - VueJS Next Steps
    - "Project Fluffy" (a.k.a. Widgets) Jonny Bradley
  - Removing outdated features
    - Image gallery (finally?) (woo!)
    - Bidi.css
    - Tiki Spreadsheets - is anybody still using this? Is it even usable?
    - Wishlist check and fixing day
  - Translations revamp ( jean-Marc Libs, luciahs d' being [] )
    - Page started here: Translations Revamp
  - Get rid of the annoying mouseover pop-up on peoples logins in Tiki pages

1.4.6. Other Sessions

- Official opening meeting, will be conducted during the first "Tiki presentation session"
- Closure meeting and last drink

**Alias**

- VirtualTikiFest2021
- TikiFest2021
- Global TikiFest 2021